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SUMMARY 

1. TITLE 

Double-Ended 8reak Test of an 8.5 inch Direct Vessellnjection Line using the ATLAS 

11. CONTENTS 

A thennal-hydraulic integral effect test facility, ATLAS (Advanced Themlal-hydraulic Test 

Loop for Accident Simulation), has been consσucted at the Korea Atomic Energy Research 

lnstimte (KAERl). It is a 112 reduced height and 1/288-volume scaled test facility with respect to 

the APR1400, an evolutionary pressurized water reactor developed by the Korean industry. In 

2008 , a series of DVI line break accidents have been perfoffiled to establish an integral eCCect 

database whi ch can be llsed for identifying the DVI-specific transient phenomena and for 

va lidation ofthe safety analysis codes. An integral effect test for simulating a gllillotine break of a 

DVlline of the APRl400 was ca rried olll as the first DVI test item, named as S8-DVI-03, on May, 

2008. With an improvement on the break flow measuring systcm, the second DVl tes t for a 

gui llotine break of a DVI line of the APR1400, named as SB-DVI-08, was conducled for 

repeatabi lity. The present data is the first integral erf앙t test data of its kind for s imulating a DVI 

line break acciden t. It will help in understanding the thennal hydralllic phenomena occltn'ing 

during the DVI line break acciden t. The transient started from thc same primary preSSllre and 

temperature condilions as those of the APR1400. The inilial and bOllndary test conditions were 

careflllly detemlined Crom a sca ling analysis in order 10 minimize lhe sca ling di stortion effect 

between the APR 1400 and the A TLAS. A series o f sequence of events dllring the transient was 

maintained the same as the APRI400 in order to obtain the scaled syslem behavior in the ATLAS 

An inlegral behavior occurring in a reactor coolanl syslem and a reactor vessel during a DVl line 

break accidenl was identified experimentally. A posl-test calculation was perfonned with a best

estimate safety analysis code MARS 3.1 to examine its prediction capability and to identify any 

code deficiencies for the thermal hydraulic phenomcna occurring during the DVl line break 

accidents . The present integral effect test data will be uscd to validate thc current safety analysis 

mcthodology for the DVl line break accident 
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1. 제 목 

ATLAS률 이용한 8.5민치 DVI관 앙단 llf단 종힘효괴 실헝보고서 

용 내
 

“ ” ” 

실험장치， 종합효과 열수럭 하는 침조원전으로 -E틀 APR1400 신형원자로 
」

c:: KAERI 

구축하여 

열수력 1/144 로 축소 설계한 

Simu lation)를 Accident 

있다 ATLAS 는 APR1400 을 높이비 1/2‘ 면적비 

실험 장치이다. ATLAS 는 2005 년도 준공 

원자로직접주입노즐(DVI) 

for Loop Test Therma l - hydra비 IC A TLAS(Advanced 

운용해오고 

상실시고， 냉각재 대형 이래 종합효과 

설계 대묘적인 원자로의 등 llf단시고， 소형 냉각재 

종할효과 실횡을 수행해오고 있다 

시고 상실 

기준시고를 대싱으로 열수럭 

수행되었다 

앙단피딘에 대한 재현실험 (SB-DVI-08)을 2008 년 

모의하는 세계 최초의 증힘효고} 

현상을 이해히고， 안전해석코드의 

수행했으며， 종할효과실횡을 민감도 일련의 대한 파단크기어| 관 DVI 년도에 2008 

이후 5 월어| 년 2008 실험 (SB-DVI-03)은 대한 앙딘파딘메 관 DVI 8.5 인치 

피단유링 측징 계롱을 보완하여 ATLAS 의 

피단을 관 DVI 실험은 01 수행하였디 추가로 월에 11 

알성히는 울리적 실험이며， 실험자료는 DVI 관 m단 사고시 

수 있을 것이다 검증에 시용월 

끓
 

코
 

MARS3.1 및 결과 실 험 (SB-DVI-08) 앙단파단 관 DVI 인치 8.5 보고서는 01 

의 APR1400 참조원전인 실헝은 모의 몬 있다 기술하고 결과률 계신 후 실험 활용한 

및 조건 초기 실험의 수행되었으며 1 조건에서 동일한 온도와 압력， 일치계통 정상상태 

기기들에 핵심 주요 위하여 최소화하기 척도왜곡을 긴의 ATLAS 고} APR1400 경계조건은 

비상안전주입계롱의 예상되는 동안 사고진헬고}정 결정되었다 적용하여 척도업을 대하여 

안전해석코드인 최적 훨용하여 실험지료률 

코드의 DVI 관 파딘사고 예측성능을 명가하였디 본 

잉법론을 

모의하였디 동일하도록 고} APR1400 동작은 

및 해석결괴는 DVI 결괴 실횡 MARS3.1 

개일하는데 앙법론을 안전해석 최적 영가하고 

" 

인전해석 보수적 

것으로 기대된다 

대한 파단시고에 

시용될 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) constructed an integral effect test facility, the 

ATLAS (Advanced Thennal-Hydraulic Test Loop for Accident Simulation) for an accident 

simlllation for APWRs (Advanced Pressllrized Water Reactors) [1] . The ATLAS program started 

in 1997 under a nuclear R&D mid- and long-tenn project funded by the Korean government. A 

complete installation of the ATLAS was fini shed in 2005 and several commissioning tests were 

successfu lly completed in 2006 [2 , 3] . The ATLAS was designed to simulate various accident 

and transient scenarios for the OPR 1000 and the APR 1400 which are in operation and under 

construction in Korea, respectively. Some specific design features ofthe OPRI000, such as a cold

leg injection mode for a sa fety injection and a low pressure safety injection mode were 

incorporated into the ATLAS. ln addition to tbat, evo lutionary safety injection features of the 

APR 1400 sllch as 4 mechanically independent DVl (Direct Vessel lnjection) systems, flllidi c 

devices in the SITs (Safety 1 띠 ection Tanks) were also incorporated in the ATLAS. The ATLAS 

wi ll be llsed to investigate the multiple responses between the systems ror a who le plant or 

between the subcomponents in a specific system during anticipated transients and postulated 

accidents. The simlllation capability o r the ATLAS for major DBAs (Design Basis Acc idents), 

including a large-break loss-o f-coolam, a direct vesse l injection line-break, and a main-steam-line

break accidenl, was eva luated by a best-estimate system code MARS. 11 was revea led that the 

ATLAS has enough capability to simlllate the major DBAs for the APRI400 [4]. The first 

preliminary integral effect test with the ATLAS was carried Ollt for a break size equivalent to a 3-

inch co ld leg break of the APRI400 in 2006 [5] . Comparison of the measured data and ùle post

test ca lclllat ion resulls helped to lIndersland the inlegral behavior of the ATLAS and lhe obtained 

data was used to minimize the scaling distortion or the ATLAS during integral tests and to 

improve the input model of the ATLAS for the MARS code 

The adoption of lhe DVI system o fthe APR1400 introduced two important technical issues by a 

regulalory orga nization during ils licensing process. One sa fety isslle is lhc ECC (Emεrgcncy Core 

Cooling) bypass phenomenon in the llpper annlll11s downcomer; the olher is lhe downcomer 

boi ling phenomenon in the lower annulus downcomer during the reflood phase ror a postulated 
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unresolved safety issues of the APR1400. In particular, complex three-dimensional the l111al 

bydraulic phenomena such as the bypass of the ECC water, the sweep-out of lhe water in the 

downcomer and a downcomer boiling shou ld be c1early identified for the APRI400 to obtain its 

license from the regulatory organization in Korea. A series of reflood tests have been completed in 

2007 to support resolution of the safety issues; an intensive code assessment pr이ect is under way 

till now [3 , 6]. Afterwards, at the beginning of 2008 , the ATLAS was modified to have a 

configuration enabling simulation 0 1' DVI line break accidents of the APR 1400 

1.2 DVI line break 

ln the APR1400, borated safety injection water is directly injected into the downcomer of the 

reactor pressure vessel (RPV) through DVJ nozzles which are located 2.1 m above the cold leg 

rather than through the cold leg. This new design feature of the APR 1400 can eliminate 

complicated piping interconnections and is believed to ensure more safety injection water reaches 

the reactor core. As the DVI line is an inherent design feature of the APR1400, a postulated 

accident that a DVI line may be broken shou ld be taken into accollnt as one of the SB-LOCAs to 

ensllre the safety of the APR1400. As the DVI nozzle of which lhe inner diameter is 8.5 inch is 

located in the llpper part of the reactor pressure vessel downcomer, il seems thal the themlal 

hydraulic phenomena in the RPV downcomer may be different from the cold leg injection (CLl) 

mode dllring the design basis accidenls [7]. In thc event of the DVI line break, a vapor generated 

in the core is introduced 10 the RPV downcomer lhrough the hot legs, the steam generators and the 

cold legs. Then lhe vapor ShOllld pass lhrough lhe llpper part of the RPV downcomer to be 

discharged through the broken DVI nozzle. Therefore, the behavior of the two-phase flo \V in the 

upper annulus downcomer is expected to be complicated and relevanl models need 10 be 

implemenled into safely analysis codes in order to predict these thcm1al hydraulic phenomena 

con.ectly [8] 

The URD (Ulility Requiremcnt Documenl) published by thc EPRl (Electric Power Research 

lnstitute) recommends that a core uncovery should be prevenled for a SB-LOCA up 10 an 

equivalent break diameter of 6 inch by a best-estimate thermal-hydraulic analysis [9]. The PSA R 

(Preliminary Safety Analysis Report) for the APR 1400 includes sa따y analysis res비ts for the DVI 

line break accidents [10]. The safety analysis was perfom1ed by the CEFLASH-4AS code which is 

based on a conservative evaluation model (EM). Four different break sizes were analyzed: 100%, 

25%, 12.5%, 5% of the cross section of an 8.5 inch DVI nozzle. For all cases, the predicted peak 
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c1adding temperatures (PTC) were much lower than the acceptance criterion specifìed in 10 CFR 

50 .46 even though a partial core uncovery is predicted for break sizes greater than 25% of the 

cross section of the DVI nozzle 

Bae et al. [11] performed sensitivity studies on the DVI line break size with a modifìed 

CEFLASH-4AS fREM code as a best estimate approach. They showed that the DVJ line breaks for 

an equivalent break diameter greater than 6 inch experience a core uncovery and consequently a 

fuel heatup. However, the predicted PCT (Peak Cladding Temperature) is well below the 

acceptance criterion in 10 CFR 50.46. Chllng et al. [12] carried out a PIRT (Phenomena 

ldentifïcation and Ranking Tabulation) for an identifìca tion of the thermal -hydraulic phenomena 

during a Dvr line break in the APR1400. The panel agreed that the scenario should be partitioned 

into four time phases: pre-trip, post-trip, refìll , and long teml cooling phases. The high ra띠<ed 

phenomena with a poor knowledge level wllich are important for the uncertainty of a code model 

and ωrther experimental works were identifìed as follows: (1) cold leg to downcomer break fl ow 

path, (2) countercurrent fl ow in a downcomer, (3) the f1 uid device f10w dllring a SBLOCA, (4) 

condensation in a downcome r. Recently, the SNUF (Seoul Nati onal University Facility) was 

lItilized to simulate the DVI line break accident [ 13]. lt was observed that the downcomer sea l 

c1eming phenomena had a dominant ro le in a decrease of the system pressllre and an increase of 

the coolant level of the core. However, the SNUF is a RHRP (Reduced Height and Reduced 

Pressure) facility whic h is operated at a lower pressure than 0.8MPa. It has a Iimited simlllation 

capability due to a low core power and the ract that tbe secondary system is simplifìed as a lumped 

boundary condition. Unfortunately, there is not enough integral effect test data for the DVI line 

breaks to be lIsed for a code assessment and improvemen t. Furthermore, integra l effect test data 

obtained at well-defìned experimental conditions would be necessary to secure the sarety of the 

APR 1400 for the DVI line break acc idents 

1.3 Objectives 

A series or sensit ivi ty tests on DVI line break sizes arc now underway with the ATLAS to 

expand our poor know ledge level on the major therrnal hydraulic phenomena occllrring during a 

DVI line break, as identifïed in the PIRT. Four break sizes, 100%, 50%, 25% and 5% of the cross 

section of the DVI nozzle are intended to be perforrned. As the fìrst DVI line break test item, a 

guillotine break or the DVI nozzle was carried out and the test was denoted as SB-DVI-08. This 

report explains how the initial and boundary conditions ror the present imegral effcct test are 
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detennined. This report also presents the major experimenta l results for the SB-DVI-08. The 

transient behaviors of the major thermal hydraulic parameters during lhe lest period will be 

explained. A post-test calclllation was perfonned based on the obtained experimental boundary 

conditions with the best-estimate safety ana lysis code, MARS3.1. The prediction results of the 

MARS code for the DVI line break will be investigated based on the measured data 

2. Description of the ATLAS 

2.1 Fluid system 

The ATLAS has the sarne two-Ioop features as the APRl400 and is designed according to tbe 

well-known scaling method suggested by Ishii and Kataoka [14] 10 simulate the various test 

scenarios as realistically as possible. It is a half-height and \l288-volllme sca led test facility with 

respect to the APR1400. The main motive for adopling the reduced-heighl design is to allow for 

an integrated annular downcomer where the multidimensional phenomena can be important in 

some accident condilions with a DVI operation. According to the sca ling law, the reduced hcighl 

sca ling has lhe time-reducing results in lhe mode l. For lhe one-half-height facility, the time for lhe 

sca led model is .fi times ωster than the prolotypical time‘ The friction factors in lhe sca led 

model are maintained the same as lhose of the prototype. The hydrallli c diameter of the sca led 

model is maintained the same as that of the prototype 10 preserve the prolotypical conditions for 

the heal lransfer coefficienl. Major sca ling paramelers of the A TLAS are sllmmarized in Tab le 1 

The f1 uid system of the ATLAS consists of a primary system, a secondary system, a safety 

injection syslem, a break simulating system , a conlainmenl simulaling syslem, and auxiliary 

systems. The primary syslem includes a reaclor vessel, two hol legs, four cold legs, a pressurizer, 

four reaC lOr coolanl pumps, and two Sleam generalors. The secondary system of the ATLAS is 

simplified 10 be of a circulating loop-type. The Sleam generaled al two steam generalors is 

condensed in a direct condenser lank and lhe condensed feedwaler is again injecled 10 lhe sleam 

generalors. MOSl of the sa fely injection features of the APR 1400 and the OPR 1 000 are 

incorporated inlo the safety injeclion system of the ATLAS. Il consists of four safety injeclion 

lanks (SITs), a high pressure safely injection pump which can simulate safety injection and long

term cooling, a charging pump for charging auxiliary spray, and a shut down cooling pump and a 

shutdown heat exchanger for low pressure safely injection, Shuldown cooling operation and 

recirculalion operalion. The break simulation syslem consists of several break simulaling lines 
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such as a LBLOCA, DVI line break LOCA , SBLOCA, SGTR, MSLB and FLB , etc. Each break 

simulating line consists of a quick opening va lve, a break nozzle and instruments. It is precisely 

manufactured to have a sca lecl br않k tlow through it in the case of LOCA tests. The containment 

simulating system of the A TLAS has a function of collecting the break tlow rate and maintaining 

a specified back-pressure in order to simulate a containmen t. Besides, the A TLAS has some 

auxiliary systems such as a makeup system, a component coo ling system, a nitrogenlairls team 

supply system, a vacuum system , and a heat tracing system 

Schematic loop configuration of the ATLAS for the present DVI line break test is shown in 

Figure 1. A 3-dimensional arrangement of the ATLAS is shown in Figure 2 , incIuding a reactor 

pressure vessel, two steam generators, four reactor coolant pumps, a pressurizer, and four sa fety 

l매ection tanks. Arrangement and labeling of the primary legs is a lso shown in Figure 3. Detailed 

ATLAS design and description ofthe ATLAS development program c!m be found in the literature 

[15]. The containment and break simulation systems in the A TLAS are described in the following 

sub-sections in detail 

2. 1. 1 Containmcnt simulation system 

The break tlow is discharged to a containment simulati on system, which consists of separating 

vessels and measuring vesse ls. Overall confi guralion of the containment simulation system is 

shown in Figure 4. The ATLAS has two separating vessels. One is named SV-OI and the Olher, 

SV-02. The SV-O I is designed to be used for separating a two-phase break tlow ofwhich the tlow 

rate is relatively smal!. It will be used for most tes t cases except for the LBLOCA which reslllts in 

a large break tlow rate. In the present SB-DVI-08 tesl , only the one separating vessel SV-OI was 

lIsed because the break tlow rate is expected 10 be smal!. The break nozzle was installed vertically 

downward at the exit of thc DVI-4 nozzle. The break tlow from the broken DVI nozzle was 

collected into the separating vessel, SV -0 1. The steam, which is separated in two separating 

vessels, was discharged throllgh a silencer to the atmosphere. The steam tlow rate is measllred by 

a vortex-type tlow meter at the discharge linc. The water, whi ch is separated into tιo separatlllg 

vessels, is drained to one of the fi ve measllring vessels. A load cell is install ed on the bottom of 

each measuring vessel to we igh the accllmlllated water mass in the measuring vesse!. In the 

present test, two measuring vessels, MV -0 I and MV -02 were lIsed altematively to weigh the 

drained water mass from the separating vesse !. First the separated water was introduced to the 

MV-O l. When MV-OI was fl비 1 o fwater, the tlow direction was switched from MV-Ol to MV-02 

bya 3-way va lve. When the MV-02 was lIsed 10 measure the water mass, the MV-OI was drained 
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for the next usage and vice versa. The separating vessel was also designed to simulate a 

contairunent back-pressure by controlling its pressure by using a pressure control valve. The initial 

pressure of the separating vessel was maintained at an atmospheric pressure condition and its 

pressure was not controlled during the present SB-DVI-08 test. The measured pressure of the 

containment simulating tank was used as a boundary condition for the post-test calculation 

2. 1.2 8rcak simulation system 

The configuration of the brεak simulation system for the present DVI line break tests is shown 

in Figure 5. lt consists of a quick opening valve, a break nozzle, a case holding the break nozzle, 

and a few insrruments. Detailed geometry of the break nozzle for the present DVI line break tests 

is shown in Fig. 6. A three dimensional view of the break nozzle is shown in Fig. 7. When a break 

occurs, a choking is expected to occur during the entire test period according to the pre-test 

calculation by the MARS3. 1. Therefore the break area should be scaled down according to the 

scaling ratio of the f10w rate, 11203.6. The inner diameter of the break nozzle was determined to 

be 15.13mm which corresponds to 1/203.6 of an 8.5 inch break diameter of tbe APR 1400. The 

break nozzle has a well-rounded entrance and its length is fixed to be 191.6 mm including the 

entrance region to comply with the 10ng pipe requirement that the length to diameter ratio shollld 

be above 12. For the chosen nozzle, the scaling ratio ofthe friction loss coefficient κ between the 

vessel and the break point was preserved by controlling the rOllghness of a nozzle 

2.2 Control and instrumentation 

The control and data acqllisition system of the A TLAS has been built with a hybrid distribllted 

control system (DCS). The input and output modules are distributed in 10 cabinets and they are 

controlled by two CPUs. The raw signals from the field are processed or converted to engineering 

units (EU) in a system server and the processed or converted signals are monitored and controlled 

through the HMI (Human Machine Interface) system by operators. The ARIDES system, which is 

providcd by BNF Technology lnc. and is run on a L1NUX platfonn, is used as control software 

Instrumentation signal of the A TLAS consists of measurement-based analog input signals and 

control-based in-out signals such as AI (Analog Input), AO (Ana10g Output), TC (Thennocouple), 

Dl (Digital 1nput), DO (Digital Output), and SR (Seria1 commllnication). Table 2 shows the 

number of measurement-based analog input signals according to a sub-system of the ATLAS. The 
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l1umber of instnune l1ts is up to 1,236 at prese l1 t, and the number of each sigl1al process ing group 

can be identified in the table. [nstrument signals can also be categorized according to the 

instnunent type such as the temperature, static pressure, differential pressure, wa ter level, fl ow 

rate, power, and rotational speed. The locations of the instruments for measuring the water levels 

of the reactor pressure vessel, the steam generator, and the pressurizer are shown il1 Figure 8 

through 10, respectively. The control-based in-out signal is assigned for an individual control of 

the working devices such as the pumps, va lves, and heaters and for a monitoring of the statu s 

including alarm and fault signals of the related devices. There are about 1500 log icall y derived 10 

signals. AU the 10 signals are processed at 10Hz 

The Human-Machine-lnter때ce (HM1) consists of 43 processing windows and they are c1assified 

according to the A TLAS flu id system. AII the control devices can be controlled by manual, auto, 

sequence, group, or table control methods. The control logics are di stributed in the RTP CPU, the 

system seπer and the HMJ itself. The contro l logics which directly control or protect the contro l 

devices in the fie ld are install ed in tbe RT P CPU. Flexible control logics which control and 

monitor the sequential operatio l1s of the contro l devices are installed at thc system server. They are 

bascd 011 a standard C++ program structure a l1d can be customized easily de pendi l1g 0 11 a lIse r's 

request. Flexibility is essential for an implementatio l1 ofthe major accidcl1 t scenario simulations of 

the APR140010PR IOOO wilh thc ATLAS. Some contro l logics which are needed for a 

communication betwccn the syslem seπer (or RTP CPU) and the HMI are also install ed at the 

HMI 

The monitoring system can display rea l time trends or hi sto rical data of the selected 10 signals 

on LCD mon itors in a graphica l fO nTI . The data logging system can be started or s topped by 

operators and a logging frequency can be selected fro m among 0.5 , 1, 2, 10Hz. The raw signals as 

well as EU converted signals are saved in one of four operator processing stations 

The A TLAS has a protec tion system which protects the operators in a control room a l1d 

prevents the major hardware fro m a failure in the case of an emergency. The protection system 

cO l1sists of a software protection by contro l logics a l1d a manual protection device on the 

emcrgency panel. Detai led desc ription of the signal proccssing systcm and control system of the 

A TLAS can be fOllnd in lhe literatures [1 6, 17] 
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Table 1 Major scaling parameters of the ATLAS 

Parameters Scaling law A TLAS design 

Length 10R 112 

Diameter dO' 1112 

Area ιJ~R 1/ 144 

Volumε 10.d~. 11288 

Core DT !lTOR 

Velocity lQIR/2 1 /끄 

Time fOR 1 1 、fi

PowerNolume O. J 

Hεat Oux J 

Core power f;R2 ttSR 1/203.6 

Flow rale fJR2 t/3R 11203.6 

Pressure drop 10' 112 
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|\ Tem perature 

TH TF TW 

RPV 262 90 38 

Loop 72 56 

SG 124 92 

PZR 2 1-11 13 

2nd SYS 다4 

SDS 2 

SIS 4 36 8 

CS 13 

CWS 6 

SSS 1 

MWS 1 

NSS 
Spool 28 

CAS 
Trace 
VAS 

268 409 207 

Total 921 

•• RPV includes CO , LP, OP, UP • UH, DC 
t ‘ Loop includes HI , IL ‘ HL, RCP 
•• SIS Include SIS , HPS i. RWT , 51T 

TI 

4 
20 
6 
3 

Table 2 S 

TA 

2 

2 

4 

‘ ••• “‘·“‘ ftheATLAS h •• ‘ ι‘· ‘~ ••• -“‘ _ •• ‘’“·‘_.-

Pressure Flow Etc 
Total 

PT DP LT QV QM BDFT LC EP TR RS VF 

3 5 26 3 433 
6 23 18 12 4 4 215 
6 2 36 4 272 
2 1 9 1 2 44 
12 12 49 
1 3 
26 6 14 I 94 
5 3 1 5 27 

2 9 
2 3 

「
3 

2 4 
20 2 2 52 
1 

25 25 
2 

89 33 98 39 12 
5 34 

220 52 
0 4 o 1236 
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Figure 2 3-D vie、ν oftheATLAS 
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HL-2 

SIT-2 

SIT-3 

SIT-I 

( 

뽕
 

RCP-IA 

HL -1 

DVI break 

RCP -1 B 

Figure 3 Arrangement of the primary loop of the ATLAS 
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FLEXIBLE Silencer 

Train A Train 8 
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Pressure Pressure 
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。V-CS-04 。V-CS-05
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Vant 
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O떠|앙Lin 
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A‘ from MSLB Line. 6' (#1) 
B. from MSlB line, 6' (#2) 
C. from SG FW Break line, 5' 

Drain Load Cell Load Cell Load Cell 。. from DVI Line 8reak line. 3‘ Load Cell Load Cell 
( 1500kg) (600kg) (300kg) E. from APV Side (lB-lOCA). 5' 

(600kg) (150kg) F. from SOS discharce Une , 3' 

F ig ure 4 Sch em at i cs o rthe conlai nmcnt sim ulation system 
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1.5" 160s 

1.5" 2500 Ib 
Flange 

『
TC 

DVI Nozzle 

Gate V/V 

Brcnk nO'l.zle Casc 

1.5" 2500 Ib 
Flange 

Steam Supply 

Figure 5 Configuration of thε break simulation system for the DVlline break tests 
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Figure 6 Test sect ion for the present DVlline break test 
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Figure 7 3-D view of the break nozzle for the pnεsent DVI line break test 
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3. Experimental Conditions 

The present experimental conditions were deten11ined by a pre-test caJculation with a 

best-estimate themlal hydraulic code, MARS3 .1. First of a11, a transient calculation was 

perf0 n11ed for the DVJ line break of the APRI400 to obtain the reference initial and 

boundary conditions. A best-estimate safety analysis meLhodology which is now comrnonly 

accepted in nuc1ear industries was applied to the lransient calculation ofthe APR1400. The 

safety i띠 ection system of the APR 1400 has four mechanically separated hydraulic trains 

They are also electrica11y separated by two divisions, implying Lhat each emergency diesel 

generator powers two hydraulic trains. The pre-test calculation was conducted with the 

assumpt ion of loss of off-site power simultaneously with the break and the worst single 

failure as a loss of a diesel generator, resulting in the minimum safety injection flow to the 

core. Furthermore, the safety injection flow to the broken DVI-4 nozzle was not credited 

Therefore, the safety injection flow by the safety injection pump (SIP) is injected on ly 

through the DVJ-2 nozzle opposite to the broken DVI -4 nozzle. As regards the safety 

injection flow by the four safety 띠ection lanks (SIT), three SlTs except for the SIT 

connected to the broken DVI-4 nozzle are available to provide the safety inj eclion fl ow illtO 

the core. A conservative 1973 ANS decay heat curve with a 1.2 multiplication factor was 

used in the present calculation. In the DVJ line break, the containment back-pressure does 

not affect the progression of this transient , because a choking condition is maintained 

throughout this transient. Therefore, the containment back-pressure was not an imponant 

control parameter in the present test 

ßased on the calculated sequence of evεnts of the A]'RI400, the initial and boundary 

conditions of the present integral effect test were detennined. The delay time required for 

an initiation ofthe safety injection systems such as the safety injection pump and the safety 

injection tank was reduced by a square root oftwo according the scaling law ofthe ATLAS 

Also, the delay times for an isolation of the secondary feedwater or steam supply systems 

were also scaled down by the scaling ratio of the ATLAS. The detailed sequence of events 

applied to the presenl test is summarized in Table 3 
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làble 3 Comparison of the sequence of events ofthe presenttest 

Events 
APRI400 ATLAS 

Dcscription (time, sec) (time,sec) 
Break open 0 0 

Ltroipw (L pIriePs}surizξr pressure 20.9 I f pressurizer pressure < 
10.72MPa 

Pressurizer heater tTip LPP- O.O sec LPP+O.O sec 

Reaclor sram & RCP trip LPP+O.5 sec LPP+0.35 sec 

Turbine isolation LPP+O. I sec LPP+O.07 sec 

Main feedwater isolation LPP+ 10 sec LPP+7.07 sec 

Safety lnJectlon pump LPP+40 sec LPP+28.28 sec 
slart 

pLr。cwssuruep mpepr (L doUwDnPc)omer LUDP LUDP 1 f downcomer pressure < 
4.03MPa 

S(SaIfTet)y SIan lnjectlOn tank LUDP+O.O sec LUDP+O.O sec 

Lowflow turndown of lf waler level of the SIT is 
the SIT less than a specified set 

pomt 
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4. Major Component Scaling 

In order to simulate the transient behavior of the APRI400 during a DVI line break as 

closely as possible with the ATLAS , crucial components o[ which their perfomlance can 

in f1 uence a transient behavior should be appropriately scaled down. The reactor core, the 

heat loss compensation system, the sa fety i띠 ection pump, the safety i매 ection tank and the 

core bypass f10w path were defined as the components of extrεme unportance 

4.1 Reactor core 

The ATLAS has a maximum power capacity of 8% of the scaled full power. An initial 

primary condition for the present data was obtained by applying 8% of the scaled power 

and by reducing the primary coolant now rate by 8%. It results in the same temperature 

distribution along the reactor coolant loop which can minimize a scaling distortion. 

Scaling analysis was perfonned to fïgure out an optimized core power which can 

minimize the distortion due to the 8% core power of the ATLAS. Several options were 

investigated such as no-delayed power trip and additional delayed power trip with the best 

estimate MARS3 .1 code. Stored energy of the reactor coolant inventory or the heater rod 

structure was carefully compared between the APRI400 and the ATLAS. lt was concluded 

that the case of the no-delay power trip, where the core power starts to follow the scaled 

decay power curve after it maintains a constant value until it intersects with the scaled 

decay power, resulted in the best results. In the case of the addition delayed power trip, 

where the core power maintains a constant value for an addition pεriod a fter an i ntersect ion 

with the scaled decay power before it starts to follow the scaled power curve, the break 

f10w enthalpy was magnified more than the APRI400 due to an additional applied power 

As a consequence, the core power was programmed to be constant until it intersected with 

the sca led decay power. Then the core power was continuously contro l1ed to follow 120% 

of the ANS73 decay curve throughout the test 

The core ofthe ATLAS was divided into three groups to simulate a radial distribution of 

the reactor power if necessary as shown in Figure 11. Groups 1, 2 and 3 consist of 102, 138, 
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and 150 heater rods, and the power density per unit rod of each group is 7.0kW/rod, 
5.0kW/rod, and 5.0kW/rod, respectively. The power of εach group can be controll벼 

separately by a SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier). In the present test, a unifonn power 

distribulion in a radial direction was assumed for simplicity. The scaled power table used in 

lhe present lest is shown in Table 4 

4 .2 H eat loss compe n sa tio n sys tem 

Heat loss to surroundings is considered to be one of lhe critical factors affecting a 

transient behavior. Physically, a heal loss rate can be deterrnined by a free convection 

equation for a given temperature difference between an outer surface lemperature and a 

surrounding lemperature. The heal loss rale for an arbilrary geomelry has an almost liner 

relalion wilh the lemperature difference by Linehard [18] as follows 

Q/o.$1 ∞ ð.T‘ 4 

” ( 

For lhe ATLAS , separale effect lests were conducted to quantify a heat loss for a 

specified wall lemperature. The secondary side was fìlled with air at an atmospheric 

condition and Ihe pressurizer was isolated from the primary syslem. As an inlegral 

approach, the primary syslem was heated up 10 a predeterrnined tempεrature and lhe core 

power was comrolled to obtain the heat loss. Based on this separale effecl leSl resulls, the 

following empirical heal loss correlation was developed for the ATLAS 

Q'Oß = 0.32. (π - TUlm ) ‘ (2) 

where T‘ and Tatm is an averaged structure and atrnosphe끼c temperature, respcctively 

Though this empirical correlation was obtained at a steady slate condilion, it was assumed 

lhat it can be applied 10 the SB-DVI-08 transiem test to compensale for the heat loss 10 Ihe 

surroundings. During Ihe transient , Tι and T"," are measured and the estimaled heat loss 
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rate by Eq. (2) was added to the core decay power table. The estimated hεat loss rate by 

Eq.(2) was partitioned into three groups to make certain of a unifonn heat flux distribution 

in a radial direction 

4.3 Safety injection pump 

During the DVT line break accident, safety injection water is expected to bε supplied by 

one safety 매ection pump and three safety injection ta띠‘s. According to the pre-test 

calculation, the safety i매 ection water flow rate by the SI pump is a function of the primary 

pressure, because the SI pump of the APR1400 is of a centrifugal type. The lower the 

primary pressure becomes, the larger the Sl flow rate becomes. ln the A TLAS , a metering 

typε SI pwnp was installed for a greater control flexibility. Its discharge flow rate depends 

。n the rotational speεd only for a specified stroke length, regardless of the discharge 

pressure. A VVVF (Variable Voltage Variable Frequency) controller was installed to 

control its rotational speed. First of all , the pipeline was alib'11ed from the di scharge nozzle 

of the safety injection pump to the DVI-2 nozzle and then an empirical relationship 

b잉ween the SI flow rate and the rotational speed was obtained by a separate effect test as 

1"0 1l0ws 

Q = 11I 65 .4- N. (3) 

where Q and N is a Sl flow rate and a fractional rotational SIP speed, respectively. The 

required SI flow rate as a function of the primary pressure can be obtained from the pre-test 

ca lculation of the APR1400. When it is combined with Eq. (3), the required rotation speed 

ofthe Sl pump is obtained as follows: 

N = - 0.024 p 3 +0. 1631 . p' - 2.7691. P + 53.945 , (4) 

where P is a primary pressure at the upper downcomer. This relationship between P and 

N was programmed into the control system of the ATLAS to simulate the scaled safety 
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il1jeclion flow rale by the SI pump. Required safety injeclion flow rate and corresponding 

rotational speed oflhe safety i매eclion pump is shown in Figure 12 

4.4 Safety in jection ta nk 

Another safety injeclion flow is provided by lhree safety injeclion tanks through the 

intact DVI nozzles, DVI-I , DVI-2 , and DVI-3 . The SIT ofthe APR 1400 is equipped wiù, a 

tluidic device (FD) to utilize its emergency cooling water more effectively lhan the 

OPRIOOO. The FD passively controls the discharge tlow rate into the reactor vessel by 

changmg the flow resislance inside lhe vortex chamber ofthe FD [19] 

The crucial parameters 10 be preserved in the presenl DVI line break lest are the nitrogen 

gas volume of a SIT, the discharged high tlow rale before lhe FD is aclivaled and lhe 

discharged low tlow rale when the FD is working. Preservalion of the nilrogen gas volume 

implies a preservation of lhe pressure of a SIT. The inilial nitrogen gas volume was 

preserved by setting the initial water level of a SIT. The nitrogen gas volume when the FD 

starts to work can be preseπed by specifying the water level ofa SIT. When lhe water level 

reaches the specified value, the discharged flow rate is switched from a high tlow injection 

mode to a low tlow injection mode. The emptying of thc SIT should be prcvented for the 

nitrogen gas not to be injected into the primary system both for the APR 1400 and the 

ATLAS. The free volume ofa SIT ofthe ATLAS has been designed to be 70% larger than 

that of lhe APR1400. Therefore, the minimum water Icvel of a SIT of the ATLAS can be 

detennined to simulate the empty condition of a SIT of the APR 1400. A summary of the 

detcrrnined water levels of a SIT is shown in Table 5 

The ATLAS has been slightly modified to simulate such a flow rate switching feature of 

the FD by installing an orifice and by controlling the flow control valve at the discharge 

pipeline of a SIT. A basic idea is that thc discharged high tlow rate is simulated by 

controlling thc flow rcsistance of the pipe line from the bottom of a SIT to the DVI nozzle 

and the discharged low flow rate is simulated by controlling the stem position of the flow 

control valve. Thereforε， separate effect tests were carried out to detennine the throat 

diameter of the orifice and the stem positions of the flow control valve. Thε determined 
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throat díameters of the orífices are summarízed in Table 6 along wíth the stem posítíons of 

the flow control valves. Performances of three SITs were tested with the boundary 

conditíons specífied ín Table 5 and 6. 1t can be seen from Fígure 13 that the typícal 

characteristícs ofthe SITs ofthe APR1400 were preserved we l1 

4 .5 Core bypass flow p a th 

Two kínds of bypass flow paths ín the reactor vessel were ímplemented ínto the ATLAS 

One is the bypass flow path from the downcomer to the hot leg and the other ís from the 

downcomer to the upper head of the core. Each bypass flow path consísts of two extemal 

pípe lines opposíte to each other. A flow control valve was ínsta l1ed at each external pípe 

líne to símulate various bypass flow rates. The flow rates in these bypass flow paths were 

expected to ínfluence a transíent behavíor duríng the íntegral effect tests. Thus, the flow 

resístances of the bypass flow paths need to be preserved to have the same bypass flow 

characterístícs ín the ATLAS as the APR1400. Accordíng the pre-test calculatíon of the 

APR1400, the downcomer-to-hot leg and downcomer-to-uppεr head bypass flow rates ar'ζ 

1.4% and 0.5% of the total RCS flow rate, respectívely 

Separate effect tests were conducted to detennine the openíngs ofthe flow coJ1trol valves 

to attaín the preserved fl ow resístance of the bypass flow paths. Once the prímary coolant 

flow ratc was set to have the scaled flow rate by a fu l1 operatíon of the reaClor coo lant 

pump (RCP), the flow rate ín each bypass flow path was measured by an extemal ultrasoníc 

flowmeter for various valve openíng pos…ons from 0% to 100%. As a rεsu lt ， lhe flow 

coefficíent of the control valve, Cv was obtained experímenta l1y. ßased on the obtaíned 

flow coetlicíent of each control valve, each valve’ s openíng posítíon was determ íned to 

have the scaled down bypass flow rate lhrough ít. The detemlíned valve posítíons are 

summarízed ín Table 7 
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Table 4 Scaled power curve for the SB-DVI-08 test 

Time Groupl Group2 Group3 Sum 
(kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) 

0.0 408.0 552.0 599.8 1559.8 
32.1 408.0 552.0 599.8 1559.8 
33.5 392.7 53 1.3 577.3 150 1.3 
34.9 382 .5 517.5 562.3 1462.3 
36.3 367.2 496.8 539.8 1403.8 
43 .4 326.4 44 1.6 479.8 1247.8 
50.5 300.9 407.1 442.3 1150.3 
57.5 275 .4 372.6 404.8 1052.9 
64.6 260.1 35 1.9 382.3 994.4 
7 1.7 249.9 338.1 367 .4 955 .4 
78.7 244.8 33 1.2 359.9 935.9 
92.9 229.5 310.5 337 .4 877.4 I 

107.0 219.3 296.7 322 .4 838 .4 
12 1.2 209.1 282.9 307 .4 799 .4 
135.3 204.0 276.0 299.9 779.9 
149.4 198.9 269.1 292 .4 760.4 
220.2 173 .4 234.6 254.9 662.9 
290.9 163 .2 220.8 239.9 623.9 
36 1.6 153.0 207.0 224.9 584.9 
432 .3 147.9 200.1 217 .4 565 .4 
503.0 142.8 193.2 209.9 545.9 
573.7 139.7 189.1 205 .4 534.2 
644.4 137.7 186.3 202 .4 526.4 
715.1 133.6 180.8 196.4 510.8 

1008.0 127.5 172.5 187 .4 487 .4 
3518.0 85.1 1\ 5.1 125.1 325.2 
7054.0 66.7 90.3 98.1 255.0 

21196.0 55.5 75.0 8 1.5 212.0 
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Table 5 Water leve l set points of the SIT to simu late the FD of the APR 1400 

Stalus 
SIT waler level (%) 

SIT- \ SIT-2 SIT-3 

Initial condition 95 . \ 94.9 94.2 

I F\uidic device starts 72.8 72.6 72.0 

Fluidic device empties 47.4 47.2 46.6 

Table 6 A orifice diameter and the stem positions ofthe f10w control va lve to simulate the 
FD ofthe APRI 400 

Paramεter SIT-\ SIT-2 S\T-3 

Initial nitrogen gas pressure (MPa) 4. 2 4.2 4.2 

Orifi ce diameter (mm) \0.5 \0 .5 11 .2 

Va lve opening at high flow (%) \00.0 \00.0 \ 00.0 

Va\ve opening at \ow flow(%) \8.0 13 .0 24 .0 

Table 7 Requi red bypass f10w rate and detennined the position of lhe bypass f10w valves 

Valves 
Bypass fl 。、v

Bryapteas (skq f1/os)w Valvje쩔 pois ition 
rale (%) 

Downcomer to upper head bypass valve, 
0.25 0.25 74 

FCV- RV-37 
Do、νncomer to upper head bypass valve, 

0.25 0.25 65 
FCV-RV-38 
Downcomer to hot leg bypass valve 

0. 7 0.7 1 8 \ 
FCV-RV-95 
Downcomer to hot leg bypass va)ve 

0.7 0.7 1 97 
FCV-RV-96 
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Healcr rods (390 EA) 

Figure 11 Configuration of three groups of the core region of the ATLAS 
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5. Experimental Procedures 

5.1 Preparation procedure 

Before the test, several steps were progressed for the system to be prepared for the test 

Before anything else, a calibration for the transmitters consisting of the measurement 

system of the ATLAS was perfonned. The pressure and ditferemial pressure transmitters 

were calibrated by a high-precision calibrator in KAERl. The calibration of the f10wmeters 

was conducted by a specialized c쩌ibration laboratory accreditεd by the government. The 

preparation procedure also inc1udes a system f1 ushing, a water filling to the f1 uid system 

and instrument impulse lines, a non-condensable gas venting, a steam purging, and a 

leakage test. The control logics were imp l emenκd into the process contro l computers. A 

detailed description is found in the literature [2 ], and a summary of the experimental 

preparation proceduflε is described below 

1. The pressure impulse lines of the differential pressure, static pressure, and level 

transmitters are filled with de-mineralized water 

2. The reactor pressure vessel is filled with ‘Nater and is boiled with the core heaters in 

order to remove the air and the di sso lved oxygen from the primaηI system 

3. The steam purge valves cOlUlected to the primary system (inlet plenums of steam 

generators) are opened and the steam in the tank of the steam supply system (SSS) is 

vented to the primary system for about 10 minutes 

4. A static venting of the primary system was perfonned to remove the air in the upper part 

of the U-tube of the steam generators. It is used to fill the system completely with the 

de-minera lized water and to open the vent valves such as those on the reactor vessel 

upper head 

5. A dynamic venting of the primary system was perfomled to remove the poss ible 

remaining air in the primary system inc1uding the U-tube of the steam generators. The 

main coolant pumps are used under pressurized conditions to transport any remaining air 
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bubbles to the rεactor vessel and the pressurizer where the air can be vented 

6. The primary and the secondary system are finally pressurized at 15.5MPa and 8.0MPa, 

respectively. The pressure of each system is monitored for about 1 hour to check to see 

whether the leakagε rate is acceptable or not 

7. All the instruments are calibrated with the primary syslem filled with lhe cold liquid and 

purged of air 

8. The necessary cOlllrol logics are implemenled inlO the procεss cOlllrol computers. The 

control logics are categorized into two groups: one is for the performance of a 

component and the other is for a scenario progression. A scaled decay heat for the core 

power control and a speed control table of the safety irηection pump with respect to the 

primary pressure were implemented into the process control computer. Several set points 

which are used as reference values of the actuation signals of certain components, were 

defined. A low pressurizer pressure sel point, a low flow lumdown set poinl of lhe safety 

lI1Ject lOn ta띠(， a feedwaler or a main steam isolalion set point is some of thc examples 

Then, aCluation signals which operale lhe conlrol devices wεre defined, such as a safety 

injection pump slart and a safety injeclion lank start. Evenlually, a sequence of evenl 

control logic was developed and programmed wilh a combination of lhe sel poinls and 

the aClualion signals 

5.2 Heat-up procedure 

Subsequent to lhe experimental preparalion, a heal-up of the whole system was carried 

oul. Detailed heat.up procedure is described below. 

1. The walεr level of lhe pressurizer is controlled 10 be 50% by opening the letdown 

valves FCV-SIS5-01 and OV-SIS5.02, and the velll valve. FCV-SDS-Ol 

2. The major secondary components are inilialized 

2.1) The walεr levels of lhe sleam generators (LT-SGSDDC 1.0 1 and LT-SGSDDC2-

01) are set 10 be 50% by opening lhe drain valves and lhe vent valves 

2.2) The waler level of lhe direct condenser (LT.CD-이 ) is set to be aboul 30% by 
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opening the vent valve OV-CDVT-O 1 and the drain valve OV-CDBL-03 

3. The cooling water system is operated by aligning several corresponding valves to 

supply the necessary cooling water to the components such as the heat exchangers and 

canned motor pumps 

4. The pressurizer is heated by turning on the proporti onal and the backup heaters 

4.1) lnitially, Ùle full electrical power is provided 

4.2) The minimum spray tlow is maintained by operating the pressurizer spray pump 

5. The four reactor coolant pumps are staned to make the primary coolant circulate the 

p디mary loop 

6. The main core heaters are operated. The core power is manually or automatically 

increased to follow the specified heat-up rate. 

7. When the pressurizεr pressure reaches O.4MPa, the pressurizer is purged by opening 

the vent va lve FCV-SDS-OI in order to remove the remaining non-condensable gases 

f"or about 3 minutes 

8. When the prεssurizer pressure reaches 0.8MPa , the pressurizer is purged agai n by 

opening the vent va lve FCV-SDS-O 1 in order to remove the possibly remaining non

condensable gases for about 3 minutes 

9. When the direct condεnser pressure reaches 0.8MPa, the condenser is purged by 

opening the vent valvε OV-CDVT-O I for about 10 minutes 

10. When the water temperatllre of the direct condenser reaches 230oC, the feedwater 

temperature cOJ1lrol is staned by controlliJ1g the heat removal capacity of the heat 

exchanger HX-CD-O 1 

11 . The main feedwater pump PP-M FP-O 1 and the condenser spray pllmp PP-CDSP-O 1 are 

started to operate 

12. During the heat-up process, the primary coolant is expanded and the expanded primary 

coolant is surged inlo the pressuri zer, leading to an increase in thc water level of the 

pressurizer. When the water level is above a specified value, the inventory is drained to 

the refueling water storage tank (RWT) by opening the letdown valves, e.g. the FCV

SIS5-0 1 and the OV-S IS5-01 

13. When the pressurizer pressure reaches a spec ified va lue of 8.0MPa, the heater control 
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is switched to an auto control mode to maintain a constant pressure. 

14. When the pressure of the direct condenser reaches a specified sleady slate condition of 

5.0MPaJ2600 C, the thermal hydraulic conditions are maintained by an appropriate 

combination of the speed of lhe condenser spray pump PP-CDSP-O 1, and the valve 

opening of the heat exchanger HX-CD-O 1 

5.3 Steady state condition 

During the heat-up process, the primary system was heated with core heaters to its 

specified steady state conditions and the steady state conditions were maintained to 

stabilize the system behavior of the ATLAS. The water inventory in the secondary side of 

each sleam generator was also healed by the heal transferred through the steam generator 

U-tube and pressurized to a specified temperalure of293.50 C and a pressure of7.83 MPa 

Subsequent to the heat-up process, an initialization process was carried out 10 obtain thε 

required initial and boundary conditions for the DVl line break test throughout the primary 

and secondary systems. The pressurizer pressure was controlled to maintain its specified 

pressure of 15.5MPa. The primary coolant now rate was reduced to 8% of the scaled value 

to have the same lemperature distribution along the primary loop. lt 、vas found that the 

required 8% of the primary coolant now rate was achieved in a natural circulation condition 

The speed of the reactor coolant pump was close to zero. The core bypass now control 

valves were controlled to have the predetennined stem positions. The secondary system 

was carefully controlled to maintain a steady state condition of the energy balance between 

the primary and the secondary system ‘ The estimated heat loss was automatically 

partitioned into three groups to have a uniform heat nux in a radial direction and the 

partitioned heat loss was added into each heater group by the εmbedded control logic. The 

initial water levels and pressures of the safety injection tanks were controlled to have the 

specified values. The refueling water storage tank (RWT) was filled with water to 따 initial 

level of 50% and the water inventory was electrically heated to its pre-determined 

temperalure of 520 C during the present test, and then the water was circulated through the 

injection line so as to preheat the line to the same temperature as the water. The 
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containment pressure control valve, PCV-CS-Ol was fully opened to simulate an 

almospheric pressure during the present test. A11 cormecting pipe lines and three-αay valves 

of the containment simulating syslem were aligned to measure the break Oow rale 

separately. A comparison of inilial conditions between speci터ed values and measure values 

is shown in Table 8. The larget values are determined by a pre-lest calculation on the 

ATLAS system by ùle MARS 3.1 code. The measured values for the major parameters are 

we11 consistent with lhe target values 

S.4 Transient conditio n 

When a sleady state condilion was achieved in the whole ATLAS system for more than 

10 minlltes, a transient DVlline break lesl was commenced. First of a11 , a dala logging was 

initiated to log a11 measurement points in a steady state condition. After the initial data 

logging was compleled for abollt 200 seconds, the DVI line brεak test was initiatecl by 

opening a quick-opening break valve, OV-ßS-03 at the break spool piece. \:νhen lhe 

pressurizer pressure reached 10 a specified pressure of \O .72MPa, the low pressurizer 

pressure (LPP) signal was automalica11y generated. The heaters of the pressurizer and all 

tracing heaters in the primary system were tripped at lhe same time of the LPP signa 1. The 

RCP 、，vas automatically tripped with a time delay of 0.35 seconds after the LPP signa1. The 

main steam, the main feed water line was isolated with a time delay 0 1' 0.1 seconds, 7.1 

seconcls after lhe LPP signal, respectively. The isolation of lhe secondary system requires a 

simultaneous actuation of several valves in the pipe line. 11 was done by a programmed 

contro l logic withoul an operalor inlervention. The SI pump was also lriggered by the LPP 

signal with a time delay of 28.3 seconds. The iniliation of the SI pump a150 requires an 

alignment of the valves located in lhe supply line. This alignment was compleled 

automatica11y by the control logic withoul any time delay 

When the downcomer pressure ofthe reactor vessel was lower lhan the spec ifìed pressure 

01' 4.03M Pa, the srr startεd to deliver the high SI Oow to the reactor vessel by fully 

。pening the Oow control valve. When lhe water level 01' lhe SIT reached a specified sel 

point, lhe stεm ofthε n。、λr control valve was lowered to a specified position 10 apply more 
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tlow resistance to obtain a required low i띠ection tlow rate. When the water level of the SlT 

was lowered to a specified empty set point, the tlow control valve was fully c10sed for the 

nitrogen gas not to be injected into the reactor vessel 

Generated steam and entrained water wεre transported into a separating vessel of the 

containment simulator. The steam was vented to the atmosphere to maintain a constant 

pressure in the containment simulator and its Jlow rate was measured with a turbine 

flowmeter. The entrained water was separated fro111 the steam at a separator of a separating 

vessel and then accumulated in one of 2 measuring vessels by gravity. The accumulated 

water mass of the measuring vessel was measured by a load cel l. The transient was 

terminated with a stop of the data logging when it was judged by operators that all the 

major phenomena had already happened 
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Table 8 Comparison of the initial conditions for the SB-DVI-08 test 

Parameter Target value Measured value Remarks 

Pri mary system 
Corε power(MW) 1.56 1.647 Initial heat loss: 85k、v
PZ R Pressure (MPa) 15.5 15 .49 

- Core inlet temp. ("C) 290.7 289.8 

Core eRXolwt te ra1ntep ( (k ogC/s)) 324.2 324.8 
RCS 2.0 2.2 Cold leg averagεd value 

Secondary system 
- Pressure (MPa) 7.83 7.8317. 83 SGI /SG2 

Steam temp. (' C) 293 .5 293 .01293.0 SG !lSG2 
FW temp . ("C) 232.2 232.81232.8 SG !lSG2 

- FW f1 0w rate (kgls) 0.44 0.323/0.339 SGIISG2 

- Walerre lemvoevla (ml ()M 2.0 2.4/2.5 SGIISG2 
- Heat removal (MW) 0.78 0.78 

ECCS 
SIT pressure (MPa) 4.2 4.23 /4.23 /4.23 SIT 1 ISIT2 /SIT3 
SIT temp. (' C) 50 51.1 /50.8/50.9 SITI /SIT2/SIT3 

SRIWTT le tveemlp (m ()oC) 
95.1 /94.9/94.2 95 .. 0/94.6/93.9 SITl /SIT2/SIT3 
50 47.7 RWTI 

Containmξnt 

I - Pressure (MPa) 0.1 0.1 
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6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

6.1 MARS a n a lysis 

The MARS code is a best estimate safety analysis code developed by KAERl by unifying 

and restructuring the RELAP5!MOD3.2.1 [2이 and COBRA-TF [21]. The MARS code has 

the capa비ity of analyzing a one-dimensional and three-dimensional thennal-hydraulic 

system and the fuel responses of light water reactor transients. The thermal hydraulic 

modeling capability of the MARS code has been continuously improved and extended for 

an application not only to light and heavy water reactors but also to research reactors and 

many advanced reactor lypes. Many other models and capabilities were added into the first 

version and lhe latest version of its series is MARS 3.1. In particular, 3-dimensional 

simulation capabilities are incorporated into the latest version in order to lreat a turbulent 

mixing model and a conduClion model [22]. The one-dimensional model of the MARS 3.1 

code was used for a pre-tesl and a post-test analysis of a guillotine break of the DVI line 

brεak. Figure 14 shows a nodalization diagram for the present analysis. The same 

nodalization method was used both for the APR 1400 and thc ATLAS syslems. AII the 

detailed components of the ATLAS were modeled for the present analysis. AII the reactor 

coolant systems including the reactor 、/essε1 ， the primary piping, and lhe reactor coolant 

pumps are modeled based on the detailcd design data ofthe ATLAS. As shown in Figure 14, 

the alllluJar section of the downcomer is modeled as 6 columns which are sp lit azimuthally 

every 60 0 , These colunms are also dividεd by 10 axial nodes, and are cOllllecled by a cross 

f10w junction component in a circumferential direction to simulate the multi-dimensional 

f10w behavior in a downcome r. A brokcn and three intact DVI nozzles are connected in the 

normal direction to the outer surface of the downcomer. There is still an argument over the 

nodalization method for the annulus downcomer region , No accepted method which can 

take account of the three dimensional effects in the downcomer region with one

dimensional components of the MARS code is available , The reactor coolant pumps are 

modeled with homologous data which was obtained from a separate performance test of the 
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reactor coolant pwnps installed at the ATLAS. A pressurizer is connected at the intact cold 

lεg. As for the secondary system, two steam generators and main steam lines are modeled 

A feedwater system and a turbine system are treated with a boundary condition, and are 

modeled by a time dependent yolume component. The safety injection system is also 

modeled, including four SITs and four HPSl pumps 

ζ품T단웰핍←옳 댐원L 

Figurε 14 MARS 1-D Noda1ization for a simulation of the DVlline break test 

First of all , a pre-test analysis for a DVI line break of the APRl400 was carried out to 

detennine the sequence of events (SOE) during the postulated accident. The obtained SOE 

、νere applied to the ATLAS system to predetennine the initial and boundary conditions 0 1' 

the SB-DV1-08 tesl. Subsequent to the integral effect test, a post-test analysis was 

perfonned with thε obtained data. The deta i!ed information on the MARS analysis method 

can be found in the literature [4] 
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6.2 Major experimental results 

6.2.1 Major sequence of events 

1'he major SOE of Ihe SB-DVI-08 lest is shown in làble 9. 1'he lransient slarled al 199 

seconds. 1'he primary pressure reached a low pressurizer pressure lrip sel poinl (LPP) al 

219 seconds when the pressurizer pressure decreased 10 10.7MPa. 1'he main sleam and 

feedwater lines were isolated after the LPP signal with specified lime delays. 1'he core 

power starled to follow the 120% ANS73 curvε al 223 seconds. The SIP star\ed 10 injecl 

ECC water through the DVI-2 nozzle after the LPP si믿1al with a time delay of 28 seconds 

1'hree Sl1's were activaled to deliver ECC waler through three intact DVl nozzles at 431 

seconds: DV1-l , DVI-2, DVI-3. Change from a high 10 a low flow i미ection mode of the 

lhree SlTs occurred belween 941 and 1178 seconds. 1'hree SITs showed more or less lhe 

same time d따'erence when changing Iheir aclualion modes. Eventually, Ihe lesl was cnded 

at 4054 seconds when there was no significant variation ofthe major paramelers 

6.2.2 Core power and peak c\μIdinι tempcraturc 

1'he 1'he A1'LAS has a sca led maximum power of 8% of lhe core power of Ihe APR 1400 

An inilial condilion for the SB-DVI-08 lesl was oblained al 8% corc power level by 

reducing the primary coolam flow rale. 1'his approach enables the ATLAS to have the same 

temperalure distribution along Ihe reaClor coolam system as Ihe APR1400. On Ihe initiation 

of the transienl, Ihe core power was maintained at the same level until lhe core power 

imersected with Ihe decay power curve oflhe APR1400. Subsequently, Ihe core power was 

conlro lled to follow the 120% ANS 73 curve. As mel1lioned in lhe previous scaling seclion, 

this approach was an oplimized one 10 minimlze Ihe inevilablc scaling dislOrlion in lhe 

A1'LAS. Figure 15 shows a variation of Ihe core power together with Ihe power of the 

MARS code. The measured lolal core power was larger Ihan the value of lhe MARS code 

by lhe amount of heal 105S. 1'he inilial heal loss estimated by Eq. (2) was aboul 88kW, 
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which was approximately 5.6% ofthe total power. The estimated heat loss was partitioned 

into three heater groups to give a radially unifonn power profile during the transient 

Fi밍Irε 16 compares thε measured PCT with the one predicted by the MARS code. A 

maximum PCT of 359 Oc was obseπed at around 290 sε:conds in heater group three, 

located in the outer region ofthe core, though thε differences among the three heater groups 

were not very significant due to a dεpression of the core water level, 、νhich causes a core 

uncovery before a loop seal clearing occurs. The loop seals in the intermediate legs werε 

cleared at around 288 seconds. Though thε loop seal clearing was predicted al the similar 

progression time in the MARS code, the depression of the core water Iεvel was not so low 

as that found in the data. Therεfore， an increase in the PCT is not predicted by the MARS 

code just before the occurrence of a loop sea l clearing. A more detailed explanation of core 

level variation will be described in the following section 

On the other hand , the MARS code predicts a much longer delay for PCT of 470 Oc 
around 447 seconds at thε 16th node of the hot charmel , which corresponds to 1.43m from 

the heated section. This is due to a conlinuous decrease in the core water level after the 

。ccurrence of a loop sea l clearing. ln the codε calculation, a decrease in the core level in 

the MARS calculation becomes more signilìcant than that predicted by the data, resulting in 

a longer delayed heat-up ofthe PCT 

According to a preliminary safety analysis on the APR 1400, a maximum PCT of 576 oc 
is predicted for a 100% DVl line break accident [10]. This PCT higher than that in the 

present data implies that the methodology used for the analysis of the DVI line break 

accidents ofthe APR1400 includes more conservatism than does the data 

6.2.3 Pressure trend‘ 

Figure 17 shows the variations of the primary and the secondary pressures during the 

transient. Predicted pressure trends by the MARS code are also plotted in the same figure 

On initiating the break, the primary pressure dεcreases rapidly due to an abrupt loss of the 

inventory through the broken DVI-4 nozzle. The decreasing rate of the primary pressure 

becomes small at around 250 seconds and the primary pressure decreases again. An obvious 
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plateau region of the primary pressure was not observed, implying that the effects of the 

loop seal on the primary pressure were not SO significant in the present test 

In the post-test calculation, a sensitivity study of the discharge coefficient of the break 

junction was perfonned to obtain the same primary pressure trend as that found in the data 

The Henry-Fauske critical flow model was used as a default model in the MARS 

calculation. The calculated PCT was affec‘ ted significantly by the discharge coefficient. lt 

was found that the discharge coefficient of Cd=O.75 at the break 110zzle resulted in the best 

agreement with the data 

The measured seco l1dary pressure reaches a peak of 8.5MPa and then decreases 

continuously. The seco l1dary pressure was controlled by the operators so as not to reach 

9MPa. The MSSV (Main Steam Safety Valve) was opened two times in the ea r1 y period of 

the transient. On the other hand, the secondary pressure in the MARS calculation reached 

the se! point of the MSSV and then decreased more slowly than predicted by the data 

Overall, the secondary prεssure is over-predicted in the MARS ca lculation during most of 

the test period. The over-prediction of the secondary pressure by the MARS code seems to 

be caused by the excessive heat loss to the e l1 viroJUnent, which occurs on the shell side of 

the steam generators. A scoping ana lysis was perfonned with the MARS code to investigate 

the effects ofthe heat loss on the secondary pressure behavior. Whe l1 an amollnt ofheat loss 

similar to the primary h않t loss is imposed 011 the shell sides of the steam ge l1erators, it is 

found that the pre미디어 secondary pressure agrees with the measured seco l1dary pressure 

As for the containment pressure, it il1creased abruptly up to O.2MPa due to a considerable 

initial break flow rate at the initial blowdown period; containment pressure then decreased 

expo l1entially to the atmospheric pressure as shown in Figure 18. The measured 

cO l1tairunent pressure was used as a boundary cO l1dition in the post-test calculation 

6.2 .4 8rcak 00\'" and mass balance 

A specia l break spoo l piece was fabricated and installed at the DVI -4 nozzle to simulate a 

guillotine break ofthe DVI line. The piece consists of a break 110zzle, a break nozzle case, a 

quick opening gate valve, and il1strume l1ts as shown in Figure 5. The break nozzle was 
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designed according to the scaling law so that a scalεd-down break f10w rate should be 

escaped from the primary system. The quick opening valve was triggered within 0.5 

seconds as expected 

The pressures and temperatures upstream and downstream of the break spool piεcε were 

simultaneously measurεd. A variation of both upstream and downstream pressures of the 

break spool piece is shown in Figure 19 along with the temperature trend. Choking was 

maintained throughout the test period due to the considerable pressure diITerence across the 

break nozzle. The ratio of the downstream to the upstream pressure of the break spool piece 

decreases to a value less than 0.6 within a few seconds of the break. The pressure ralio 

continuously decreases to 0.32 at about 400 seconds and maintains an almost constant value 

A subcoolεd brεak f10w was observed in the early stage of the test as seen in Figure 19 

However, the break f10w rapidly changed to a saturated break flow condition and 

maintained the saturated choking condition during the remaining test period 

The containment simulating system of the ATLAS is such that a two-phase break f1 o\V is 

separated in a separating vessel and each separate치 flow rate is measured by diITerent 

measurement technique. Once a two-phase break f10w is introduced into the separating 

vessel, it shou ld be completely separated into vapor and water within the separating vessel 

Then, the separated vapor and water ShOllld be transpOlted to each flow rate measllring 

system; the vortex f10、^，meter for vapor and the load cell for water. lt was found that the 

separated vapor flow rate can be reasonably measured by the flo \Vmeter, but that the water 

flow rate was 110t measurεd reliably especia lly for hi gher flow rate than about 4kgls. lt took 

a certain delay time for the separated water to be drained to the measuring vessel, where thε 

drained watεr was weighed by a load cell. The main cause ofthe delayed drain ofthe water 

was identified to be a swirling water fl ow inside the separating vessel. This swirling eITect 

was accelerated by the separated, high velocity, vapor flow. Eventually, the separated water 

stayed whirling in the separating vessel resulting in a periodic water level fluctuation. lt is 

also found that this water swirling tends to become significant as a break fl ow rate becomes 

high. Several characterist ic tests on thε perfonnance of the present load cell-based break 

flo \V measuring system were intensively carri ed ou t. As a consequenc 
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measuring separated water tlow rate and that system design needs to be improved for more 

reliable measurement. So, several design modifications have been made to the separaling 

vessel to drain the separated water efficiently to the measuring vessel. The hemispheric 

bottom paπ of the separating vessel was reconstructed to be a cone-shape with an enlarged 

diameter; several rib-like plates were venically inslalled inside the vessel to prevent the 

water swirling effec t. 11 was found from several characteristic tests that this modification 

considerably reduced waler accumulation inside the separating vessel , leading to much 

improved break tlow measuring performance. 

As an altemative method to the presem method, the load cell-based break tlow measuring 

method, an RCS inventory-based break tlow estimation method has been developed to 

obtain a more accurate break tlow rate especially in the initial stage of the transient. This 

method is based on a mass balance of the reaClor coolant inventory in the primary system 

TIle mass balance of the primary reactor coolant inventory can be expressed by 

W
8reok 

= WECC -싼Eε , 
d/ 

where WBm,j and W，κc is a break flow rate and an ECC water flow rate, respectively 

ιfRCS is a RCS water inventory. An accumulated break flow is obtained by integration ofthe 

mass balance equation as follows 
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The RCS coolant inventory is distributed into several sub-systems such as the reactor 

core, the downcomer, the hot legs, the cold legs, the intennediale legs, the pressurizer, ctc ‘ 

The lotal RCS COOlanl invenlory can be obtained by summing thc coolant mass of each sub

systell1 consisting of the pri ll1ary RCS. The coolant mass of each sub-system can be 

obtained by considering the coolant density and volu ll1e as follows 
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M~6 = :t(Py) μ강J， 

where the subscript i indicates an index for the sub-system composing of the primary 

system of the ATLAS. The coolant volume of each sub-system VR c.ιi is obtained from the 

measured water level in the sub-system. An empirical correlation table correlating water 

level and water volume for a cεrtain sub-system was obtained by separate invenlory lesls. A 

lotal of twelve empirical correlations were crealed and the same tables were applied to the 

sub-systems, which were geometrically symmetrical to each other. The other inJ1uencing 

parameter used to calculate the coolant mass of the divided sub-system is a coolant density, 

which is expected to vary during the transient. Therefore, a reference pressure and a 

temperature are necessary to calculate averaged coolant density for each sub-system. In 

order to represent the mean pressure and temperature in each sub-syslem, reference 

pressurε and temperaturε were detεnnined carefully from among the several instruments 

installed within the εach sub-system. As the pressure distribution was almost uniform along 

the primary syslem, eilher the RPV upper head pressure, lhe downcomer pressure, or the 

pressurizer pressure was selected as a reference prεssure for each dividεd sub-system 

Reference temperature was cleterrnined more carefully from among the available 

temperature signals within each sub-system; othef\νise， the vapor de l1sity can be obtained 

whε11 lhε tεmperature is close to a saturated conditio l1. Consequεntly， the transient RCS 

inve l1tory was indirεctly calcu1ated by taking accou l1t of both the measured water 1eve1 and 

representative density of the each sub-system. Once the tral1siel1t RCS inventory was 

obtainecl, a break J10w rate was achieved with the measured ECC f10w rate 

A comparison of the three measured break f10w rates with the one predicted by the 

MARS code is shown in Figure 20; (1) existing 10acl cεll-based measurement (2) modified 

load-cell based measurement (3) RCS inventory-based measuremen t. The existing load 

cell-based break J10w resu1t, which was carried out before the separating vesse1 was 

improvecl, was plotted togethεr with the present results for comparison. The unphysica1 

peak around 600 seconds is due to drainage of the accumulaled water by swi r1 ing motion in 

the separating vesse1. 1t can be seen from Figure 20 lhat the presenl modificalio l1 of the 
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separaling vessel results in much improved break flow measurement reSUllS, especia l\y for 

the early blowdown period. Oelayed drainage of the separated water also disappeared in the 

modified meaSuremenl system 

The RCS inventory-based break flow shows results c\ oser to lhe values predicled by the 

MARS code lhan lhe modi fìed load cel\-based break flow 꺼le inilial peak during the 

blowdown period is belWeen lhe modifìed load-cel\ based value and lhe ca \culalion. The 

inilial peak from lhe modifìed load ce l\ -based measuremenl seems 10 be over-estimaled 

slighlly because an abrupl pressure increase in bolh the separating vessel and the measuring 

vessel during the blowdown period provides an addilional load on the load cel\. This over

estimalion of the break flow can be seen by a comparison of the measured accumulated 

break flow with the value predicted by the MARS code, and is shown in Figure 21. The 

initial slope for the modified load cel\-based measurement is lhe steepesl among the olher 

cases. Thus, lhe RCS inventory-based break flow rale provides a more reliable break flow 

than lhe modifìed load ce l\-based break flow, especia l\y for lhe early period oflhe lransienl 

Apart from lhe inilial period, lhe modi tied load cel\ -based measurement and lhe RCS 

invenlory-based measurement provide very consistenl res비IS. Overa l\ lhe MARS code 

predicls lhe accumulaled break flow reasonably wel l. 

6.2.5 ECC water flow 

Ollring lhe presenl glli l\oline break lesl of a DVI line, ECC waler was provided by one 

SIP and three SITs with a single failure assumption. One safery injeclion pump was 

initiated at 246 seconds wilh a lime delay of 28.28 seconds after lhe primary pressure 

reached 10. 72MPa. The delay limε was deleffilined by applying a time scaling ratio of lhe 

ATLAS 10 the delay time of lhe refercnce plant, APR1400. Jn the meanlime, lhree safety 

l매 eclion lanks started 10 deliver ECC waler lhrough lhe lhree inlact DVl nozzles when the 

downcomer pressure rcached 4.03M Pa al 431 seconds. A comparison of the ECC water 

flow with lhe results ca \culated by lhe MARS code is shown in Figure 22. The actuation 

times for the SJP and SlTs predicled by lhe MARS code are very consistenl wilh the present 

data as the primary pressure is reproduced wel\ by the codc. The calculaled ECC water flow 
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rate by the SIP agrees with the measured data. There was an inadvertent closure of the 

isolation valve downstream of the SIP for 20 seconds at about 330 seconds, which caused 

failure of ECC injection. But, this was found not to be significant in the progression of the 

major transien t. Three SITs provided almost the same ECC injection flow rate from the 

actuation time of 431 seconds. However, the MARS code predicts an oscillatory behavior 

for the ECC water flow rate by the SlT. Accumulated ECC water mass i매 ected into the 

primary system during the transient is compared with that predicted by the MARS 

calculation in Figure 23. The prediction of the accumulated ECC water by the SlP is 

slightly higher than the data. The predicted ECC flow by the SlTs is slightly higher than the 

data until 1100 seconds and is slightly lower than the data during the remaining period of 

the transient. Overall the MARS code predicts the accumulated ECC water mass with 

reasonable accuracy. 

Comparison of an accumulated mass balance during the present test is plotted in Figure 

24. Accumulated break flow and ECC water flow are compared with the calculation 1 εsults 

Overall , the prediction by the MARS code is in reasonable agreement with the data, even 

though a little disagreement exists in thε accumulated break flow between the calculation 

and the experimental da‘a, especially in the early period ofthε tranSlent 

6.2.6 Core and do“’nco mer collapscd water level 

ln the ATLAS, level transmittεrs were installed to measurε thε collapsed water level in 

the core and the downcomεr of the reactor pressure vessel. Figure 25 and 26 show 

measured sectional collapsed water levels of the core and downcomεr region, respectively 

It can be seen that a two-phase condition is maintained in the active core region throughout 

the transient. The two-phase mixture level can bε infelTεd from the sectional collapsed 

watεr lev리 in Figure 25. The mixture level temporally decrεasεd below 50% of the active 

corε region, indicating the core uncovery happened at around 300 seconds. The core water 

lεvε1 was then recovered due 10 occurrence o[ the loop seal clearing 

A comparison of the collapsed waler level o[ the core with the level predicled in the 

calculations was shown in Figure 27. The measured collapsεd water level of the core 
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decreased to about 30% of the active core region as soon as the break occurred, thereby 

causing the PCT to increase. Such initial core level decreases were recovered when the loop 

seals in the inlennediale legs were c1eared. The MARS code predicts a similarly decreased 

level in the very early period of the transient but this decrεased level is not as low as that 

found in the measured data. This difference is the main reason why no increase in the PCT 

is predicted, as shown in Figure 16. This disagreement is supposed to be caused by 

uncertainties in predicting countercurrent flow or condensation phenomena in a downcomer 

region, which were ranked high in the PIRT process‘ 

Subsequent to the loop seal clearing, the collapsed water level of the core shows a 

continuous decrease until the SIT starts to inject additional ECC water into the core. This 

level decrease is attribuled to the facl that the break flow rate is greater than lhe ECC water 

flow rate by the STP du디ng the period when the SITs are not working. When the SITs start 

to 1매 ect ECC water into the core, lhe collapsed water level of the core is recovered 

However, the MARS code predicts a more rapid decrease in lhe collapsed waler level oflhe 

core during the period between thε loop seal c1 earing and the SIT acluation lhan does lhe 

dala , leading 10 lhe delayed increase in the PCT shown in Figure 16. This is due to the fact 

that the predicled break flow is larger than that shown in lhe dala during thal period , as 

shown in Figure 24 

A comparison of the measured downcomer collapsed water level with the ca1culated level 

is shown in Figure 28. On a break irútiation, the downcomer collapsed waler level 

decreases continuously. It was nol until the SJTs started to deliver ECC water inlo core that 

the downcomer collapsed water level started to recover. The ca1culated water level shows a 

more rapid decreasing lrend than predicted by the data du.ring the posl-trip phase before the 

actuation ofthe SITs 

6.2.7 Loop seal phenomena 

A blockage of the primary coolant loop wilh water filled at the intemlediate legs, denoted 

as a “ loop seal," is expected to have a signi ficant influence on the core cooling phenomena 

during a DVI line break accidcnl. The core cooling capability is considered to be degraded 
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during this loop seal period because the core water level is decreased considerably. When 

the loop seal is cleared, the core water level recovered rapidly and the primary prεssure {;ε11 

below that of the secondary side pressure. Consequently, the direction of the heat transfer is 

reversεd and the steam generator begins to supply heat to the primary side. Figure 29 shows 

the variation of the c01lapsed water level of the vertical intennediate legs, which is 

indicative of the occuπεn∞ of a loop seal cJearing. Two loop seals of loop 2 were cJeared 

simultaneously at 280 seεonds， f0 1l0αed by a cJearing of the other two loop seals of loop 1 

at 290 seconds. The difference in the occurrence time of the loop seal clearings betw않n the 

loop I and 2 seems to be due to a non-unifonn azimuthal water 1εvε1 distribution in the 

annulus downcomer region. 1n the MARS calculation, lhree loop seals were cJeared 

simultaneously, almosl al the same lime as lhe test, whereas the loop seal of loop 1 A was 

cJeared in a very gradual manner. Such gradual occurrence of the loop seal cJearing ofloop 

1 A is due to an asymmelry effect in the azimulhal direclion. Thus, the MARS code predicts 

more noliceable asymmetric behavior for lhe loop sεal cJearing phεnomεna lhan does lhe 

data 

Figure 30 shows the measured pressure drop across lhe core bypass lines during the 

presenl test. As described in lhe previous seclion, two bypass flow paths in lhe reactor 

pressure vessel were simulated with control valvεs; one is from the downcomer to lhe upper 

head; lhe other is from the downcomer to the hot leg. Each bypass flow path consists of two 

separatε extemal lines. A schematic diagram of the bypass flow paths is shown in Figure 31 

During a stεady stale condition before the break, a portion of the core flow is bypassed 

from the downcomer to lhε upper head as well as the hot leg, resulting in a positivε 

pressure drop, as shown in Figure 30. The sma1l negative pressure drop along the path from 

the downcomer to the upper head seems to be due to a biased error of the pressure 

transmitter. After the break, the direction of the bypass flow is reversed because the primary 

coolant inventory is discharged through the broken DVl nozzle localed at the upper 

c1owncomer. This revεrsεd bypass flow causes a negalive pressure drop, as dεpicted in 

Figure 31. The pressure drops along the bypass flow palhs decreased 10 a large negative 

value unlil a loop seal cJ earing occurred at aboul 290 seconds. After the loop seal cJ e 
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decrease again when lhe SIT was initiated to inject the ECC water into 비e downcomer. The 

injection of the ECC water had a decreasing effect on the qualily of the two-phase mixlure 

of the bypass flow. That is lhe main reason for the large negative pressure drop observed 

afìer the initiation of the SITs 

Table 9 Major sequence of events for the SB-DV1-08 test 

Event Time (sec) Remarks 

Steady slate condition < 199 
Break open 199 
u,w pressunzer pressure 219 
(LPP) 
Main steam isolation 219 
Main feed isolation 226 
Decay power sta r1 223 
SIP 246 
Max. PCT 290 3590 C 
Loop/downcomer seal c1 earinμ - 288 
SlT on 431 
SIT low t1 0w 941 /1095/1178 SIT3/SITI /SIT2 
SIT oIT 4014 SIT3 
Stop 4054 
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Summary 

The first-ever integral effect test for simulating a 100% DVI line of the APR 1400 was 

carried out with the ATLAS (Advanced Therrnal-hydraulic Test Loop for Accident 

Simulation) from the same pr이이ypic pressure and temperature cO l1ditio l1s as fou l1d in the 

APR 1400. A sca ling analysis was perfonned 011 ùle crucial componel1ts, whose 

performance ca l1 influence transient behavior, to determine the initial and boundary 

conditions for a DVlline break test 

Three phases, except for the long terrn cooling phase defined in the PIRT, for a DVI line 

break accident were simulated successfully: pre-trip, post-trip, and refill phases. Rapid 

dεpressurization took place during the pre-σip phase, which lasted for 20 seconds. During 

the post-trip phase, the collapsed water level in the core decreased considerably before a 

loop seal clearing, so that a core uncovery occurred, resulting in a rapid increase in the PCT 

even though ECC water was injected into the core from a safety injection pump (SIP). All 

four loop seals werε cleared almost at the same time and the primary pressure started t。

decrease again fTom a pressure plateau region. It was observed that the ECC water provided 

by one SIP was not el10ugh to preve l1t the dow l1comer water level from decreasing. Not 

u l1til the retìll phase in which the SITs started to deliver ECC water into core did the 

d。、.vl1comer collapsed water level start to recover 

A post-test calcu lation was performed with a bcst-estimated thermal hydraulic salèty 

a l1alysis code, MARS 3. 1. Overall, the MARS code revealed reasonable prediction results 

for the present data. However, it was found that a noticeable disagreement exists in the core 

water level, especially just before a loop seal clearing occurs. Thi s is considered to be the 

main reason why no increase in the PCT is predicted. lt seems that the therrnal hydraulic 

behavior occurring at the downcomer region before a loop seal clearing is not predicted 

appropriately by the MARS code. This might be dlle to a deficiency in the relevant models 

of the MARS code, which describe therrnal-hydralllic behavior in the annulus downcomer 

region such as countercurrent Ilow and condensation. Besides, a nodalization method ofthe 

downcomer region may affecl the prediction results. The present integral effect test data 

will be used to evaluate the prediction capability of the MARS code and to identify any 
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code deficiencies for DVI line break accidents. Furthennore, the present database will be 

useful in supporting the present conservative safety analysis methodology and developing a 

new best-estimate safety analysis methodology for DVI line bre.,k accidents of the 

APR1400 
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